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Having Faith in

Our Neighborhoods
The Front Porch Alliance

stephen goldsmith

The scene on Indianapolis’s east side seemed almost symbolic. On one
side of the street was Shepherd Community Ministries, a center that served
vulnerable and disadvantaged families. On the other side was a narrow
alley where crack deals were made on a regular basis. It was as though the
forces of good and evil were facing off across Washington Street.

Shepherd’s director, Pastor Jay Height, was tired of worrying that the
children he worked with every day might wind up on the wrong side of the
street. So he came up with an idea: turn the crack alley into a park, a well-
lit green area that drug dealers would shun. There was only one problem.
To have the alley vacated, he would have to work with more than fifty
separate contacts—agencies within city government, neighborhood orga-
nizations, utilities, assessors, and others.

 Most people would have thrown up their hands and walked away.
Instead, Pastor Height contacted the Front Porch Alliance (FPA), a city
agency that works with value-shaping organizations, particularly faith-based
organizations. Because the FPA employees understood how city procedures
worked, they could help Pastor Height vacate the alley. “Granted, it is not
always as successful as you would like, but in this case, we were able to
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make it work through teamwork,” said Pastor Height, “And the neat thing
to me is to be able to look at it and say, “Here is something beautiful.”

Once the FPA cleared away government obstacles, many concerned
organizations sprang forward to help make the neighborhood safer. Keep
Indianapolis Beautiful, a private nonprofit group, designed the new park
and supervised its construction. The two businesses that adjoined the old
alley agreed to become the park’s nominal owners. Volunteers from Youth
for Christ put down soil and planted flowers.

This raises some important questions about why and how much gov-
ernment should get involved in troubled neighborhoods. Suppose you told
Pastor Height’s story to two political theorists, one traditionally conserva-
tive, the other traditionally liberal. The conservative would nod knowingly
and explain that once cumbersome government regulations were out of the
way, the neighborhood improved on its own. “Not at all,” the liberal would
retort. “The alley couldn’t have been vacated if government hadn’t become
actively involved.”

The director of the FPA, Isaac Randolph, puts it another way. “Every-
one agrees that government has a core responsibility,” he says. “But the core
has a circumference, and the controversy is over the size of the circumfer-
ence. Conservatives use a microscope to measure it; liberals use a yard-
stick.” In Indianapolis, we have realized that neither approach is right. The
traditional liberal belief in massive governmental intervention is misguided,
but so is the idea that government should abandon neighborhoods alto-
gether. There is a role for government to play in neighborhood revitaliza-
tion. But what is it, if it is not the oversized federal programs that plague
our cities today?

Indianapolis’s experience of outsourcing municipal services may pro-
vide a useful comparison. Although we have attracted national attention
for privatizing services, it wasn’t simply privatization that allowed us to
save over $420 million. Rather, it was competition between government
agencies and private companies: whoever offered to do the best job at the
lowest cost won the contract. In other words, it didn’t matter whether
municipal services were performed by the government or by the private
sector; what mattered was that government outsourced those services fairly,
supervised them closely, and made sure they were being provided well.
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The same principle, with a few modifications, can be applied to neigh-
borhood revitalization. City government is certainly responsible for urban
neighborhoods, just as it is responsible for trash collection, for example.
But just because government is responsible for making sure a service is
provided doesn’t mean that government has to provide that service itself.
Just as government can work with private companies to collect trash, it can
work with nonprofit organizations to improve neighborhoods.

One job that government can do is simply helping neighborhood or-
ganizations understand rules and regulations—especially those for which
government itself is responsible. The FPA’s part in vacating the crack alley
is a good example. Or consider Lakeview Christian Center, a suburban
congregation on the west side of Indianapolis. Lakeview had been plan-
ning to build another church in the inner city for years, but it was worried
about the complicated process of land acquisition. The FPA helped it
through the process.

But then the FPA did something else—something even more impor-
tant. It noticed that one of the city’s worst-performing public schools was
located near the site of the new church. So the FPA proposed a partnership
between Lakeview and the school. Now Lakeview sends tutors to help strug-
gling students, provides food to needy families identified by the school’s
social worker, and helps run an after-school program for advanced stu-
dents. The FPA had become what Michael Joyce calls a “civic switchboard,”
a central body that connects various groups for the public good.

Those two functions—helping neighborhood organizations wade
through government rules and acting as a civic switchboard—are com-
paratively uncontroversial, even when the organizations in question are
faith based. The real controversy arises when government begins funding
services provided by faith-based organizations. While this controversy isn’t
surprising, the history of the FPA may show why it is misplaced.

The FPA was founded in 1997, two years into my second term. We
had already invested a record $1.35 billion in the city’s infrastructure to
rebuild the physical structure of neglected inner-city neighborhoods. Then
we had turned our attention to an even bigger challenge, strengthening
those neighborhoods organizationally. We did that by helping the neigh-
borhoods form umbrella organizations, paying for a full-time neighbor-
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hood coordinator for each umbrella, and funding all of them with Com-
munity Development Block Grant dollars.

That program was a limited success. We discovered that even though
we had budged a little from the traditionally conservative hands-off ap-
proach, neighborhoods couldn’t provide all the services they needed by
themselves. So in 1997 we formed the Front Porch Alliance. We spent
months canvassing the city, explaining to community leaders that we wanted
to start working with them, supporting them, and even funding them.
Once we had a strong base of support in the community, we went public.

The point is that the FPA wasn’t intended to include only faith-based
organizations. All sorts of value-shaping nonprofits were approached and
invited to join us. Some of the organizations had existing specific relation-
ships with city hall, for example, community development corporations
worked with (or sometimes against) the Development Department. But as
time went on, we discovered that most frequently the new and smaller
organizations that chose to become most actively involved in the FPA were
faith based.

That wasn’t because we were discriminating in favor of faith-based
groups. When the Robinson Community African Methodist Episcopal
Church decided to open a community center for summer camps, after-
school programs, tutoring, and so forth, we leased an abandoned fire sta-
tion to it cheaply. When the Indianapolis Black Firefighters Association
decided to convert another abandoned fire station into a community cen-
ter, we supported it as well. Our job was to help value-shaping organiza-
tions improve their neighborhoods, whether those organizations were faith
based or not. Nevertheless, the most frequent and enduring partners sur-
rounded their physical assistance with faith.

Not only should government be sure never to discriminate in favor of
religion, it should never force anyone to participate in a religious program.
For example, the FPA has initiated a program called Community Involve-
ment, in which youths in the juvenile justice system are referred to faith-
based organizations in their neighborhoods. However, the court provides
various secular programs as well, which are just as accessible as Commu-
nity Involvement. No one is assigned to a pastor without choosing that
option.
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Now let’s examine a more difficult question. It makes sense not to
discriminate against faith-based organizations when contracting for social
services. For instance, when Safe Haven, a foundation that helps victims of
domestic violence, needed to find a way to transport children to its pro-
grams, we didn’t hesitate to set up a partnership with several churches,
which were paid to transport the children. But what about hiring faith-
based organizations to provide social services that include religious ele-
ments? Should government have any part in that?

Many people would say no emphatically—and I think this is a subject
about which reasonable people can disagree. However, my view is that so
long as government doesn’t fund religion directly, it should be able to sup-
port social services to which faith-based organizations may add a religious
component. That is, if a church runs a homeless shelter with beds paid for
by government, it shouldn’t be prevented from asking its guests to pray
once a day. Again, government should always be sure to support secular
shelters as well, so that no one is compelled to enter one with a religious
component.

One way to steer clear of some of these issues is to work with nonprofit
bodies set up by faith-based organizations. If a church sets up a homeless
shelter next door, and if the shelter is an independent 501(c)(3), it is much
easier to preserve separation between the church’s religious function and
the shelter’s social service.

Programs like the FPA would be in good shape if the only opposition
they faced was from people concerned with the separation of church and
state. But we learned the hard way that there was a bigger obstacle: the
churches didn’t trust us. Faith-based organizations in Indianapolis had long
grown accustomed to a negative relationship with government: they were
ignored at best and mistreated at worst. When we approached pastors and
proposed an alliance, they were highly skeptical. “What’s in it for the gov-
ernment?” they kept wondering. “What political hoops do we have to jump
through?”

In the end, we secured their support in three ways. First, we estab-
lished an advisory board and spent time consulting with the organiza-
tions and getting their advice before publicly announcing the FPA. This
showed them that we wouldn’t spring any surprises on them and that we
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were serious about incorporating their suggestions into our plans. Sec-
ond, we assisted them immediately and strongly, instead of just talking
about it. And third, we invested heavily in the FPA. We tripled its work
force from three people to nine—and that’s unusual in an administration
that has cut the payroll by a quarter. We wanted every pastor who worked
with an FPA representative to know that he or she was working with
someone who had the mayor’s ear.

Once we won over the churches, we faced an even bigger problem—
that government employees returned their distrust. Just because my ad-
ministration formed the FPA didn’t mean that every city employee supported
the idea. Public employees lacked confidence in the capacity of faith-based
organizations. Grant monitors in particular paid closer attention to proce-
dural details—with which the organizations were understandably unfamil-
iar—than to programs’ outcomes. This is still a problem, but the FPA has
improved relations by translating between government bureaucracy and
informal, good-hearted but not paper-work-minded faith organizations.

Faith-based organizations are a badly underused resource for improv-
ing the lives of disadvantaged Americans. As government begins working
with them, it will come to realize what we in Indianapolis discovered two
years ago: that faith-based organizations are infinitely more capable of han-
dling neighborhood problems than government is. Unlike government of-
ficials, faith-based organizations tend to be tied closely to neighborhoods.
By working with government officials, faith-based organizations can be
part of solid solutions.

When I looked out of my window on the twenty-fifth floor of the
City-County Building, I saw the whole city, but not any individual neigh-
borhood very well. When a pastor looks out of his window, he sees the
people who need help and the houses that need rehabilitation. Sometimes,
if he is motivated enough, he even sees the crack alley that needs to be
vacated and cleaned up.

But there is another reason that faith-based and value-shaping organi-
zations are such a vital part of our communities. No matter how hard local
governments work to keep taxes low, improve municipal services, repair
the infrastructure, and so on, true urban strength can only be built on
values. Without a population that cares about maintaining a civil society, a
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city will crumble. Values are best transmitted in two ways, through families
and through local value-shaping organizations, particularly faith-based or-
ganizations. If government begins to partner with those organizations, they
will not only provide services better than government can, they will teach
our youth about citizenship, civility, charity, and a host of other values
more effectively than ever before.

This is an idea whose time has come. More public servants are begin-
ning to explore the world of possibilities that government-faith partner-
ships offer. If we succeed—if we encourage organizations like the FPA in
cities all over the country, if we promote similar initiatives on a national
scale—we will be harnessing the nation’s greatest energy to deal with the
nation’s greatest problems.
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